Let D be the unit disk, C the unit circle. Let/ be a light interior function from D into the Riemann sphere W, i.e. / is a continuous open map which does not take any continuum into a single point. It is known that/ has a factorization f' = g o h where h is a homeomorphism of the unit disk onto either the unit disk or the finite complex plane and g is a nonconstant meromorphic function. We will be concerned with the case when the range of h is the unit disk.
A simple continuous curve T: z(t) (0 ^ t < 1) contained in D is called a boundary path if | z(t)\ -*1 as t-*l. The end of a boundary path V is the set Y(~*\ C. A boundary path V is an asymptotic path of / for the value c provided f(z(t))->c as t-*l. The set A (J) is defined to be the set of all eu for which there exists an asymptotic path of / in D with end E and eieEE. The set Ap(f) is defined to be the set of all eie for which there exists an asymptotic path of / in D with end the point eie. For a homeomorphism h of D onto D the set B(h) is defined to be the set of all ew for which there exists an asymptotic path of h in D with end E and eiSEint E, where int E is the interior of E.
The cluster set, Cif, 0), of f at ew is defined to be the set of all points wEW for which there exists a sequence {zn} of points in D with z"-»ew and/(s")-no.
If 5 is a subset of D and eiSE [SC\D] , then the cluster set, Csif, 0), off at ea relative to S is defined to be the set of all points wEW for which there exists a sequence {zn\ of points in S with z"->e*9 and/(zn)-no. 
